
 

 

TECHNOLOGY  
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Стогов Михаил 

10 класс школа 1572 

руководитель проекта – 

Никитина Елена 

Дмитриевна 

MECHANIZED CASH IN SUPERMARKETS 

My research aims at simplifying shopping. Oddly enough, most of the time 

people spend in the store waiting in the checkout. It depends primarily from the 

cashiers. Due to the small state, only 30% of offices are open for service. This 

occurs due to the inability to contain a large number of sellers and their 

permanent shifts or dinner brakes. All this leads to long queues and wasting 

precious in our world of time. I found a solution to this problem. In our time is 

complete mechanization of the work. It is time to mechanize that industry too. I 

did some research, allowing to understand the savings and profit from realization 

of my ideas. 

2 

 

Коршикова Анастасия  

8 класс  школа 1537 

 

руководитель проекта – 

Музланова Елена 

Сергеевна 

WIND POWER 

In my project I’m going to show that wind power is becoming one of the most 

popular and efficient energy sources worldwide as the cost of wind energy is 

going down. I’m sure that it will become one of the main energy sources in the 

future. The aim of my project is to prove that we can use wind energy both for 

industrial and domestic purposes. 

3 

 

Зайцева Майя, Повидыш 

Саша 

8 класс школа 1449 

руководитель проекта –  

Беличенко Наталья 

Николаевна 

TECHNOLOGY AND ITS NEGATIVE EFFECT ON TEENS 

We are glad to present our project which is called “Technology and its negative 

effect on teens”. The purpose of the research work is: to make a survey on the 

influence of technology on teen’s life. To reach the purpose we have set the 

following tasks:  

 to find out some information about history of the technologies.  

 to find out some advantages and disadvantages of modern technology 

 to find out how technology affect communication  

 to find out the influence of technologies on teen’s educations  

 to find out the importance of modern technologies in modern 7th-8th formers 

life 

4 Каргина Анна, 

 Каргина Янина 

8 класс школа 1449 

руководитель проекта –  

Беличенко Наталья 

Николаевна 

TEENAGERS INTERNET ADDICTION 

We would like to present our project which is called “Teenagers internet 

addiction.” We chose this topic as it a rising issue which needs immediate 

attention. No matter how trivial is the three ‘w’s has become an indispensable part 

of us. But like everything else the internet has its other side. The purpose of the 

research work is to make a survey on the influence of internet on teen’s life. 

5 

 

Образцова Дарья 

9 класс школа 1572 

руководитель проекта – 

Мещерякова Наталия 

Илларионовна 

REMOVAL OF LIFE BARRIERS ON MARS AND VENUS 

The objective of my project is to compare our planet Earth with two other planets 

of the Solar system as planets, which have similar specs. They are Mars and 

Venus. The aim of this researching is to find out possible options for human life 

on them. Perhaps we will have to move to another environment, because of 

depletion of resources or the formation of ozone hole. Venus is the second planet 

from the Sun. Venus is a terrestrial planet (Earth-like). Mars was considered the 

best candidate for harboring extraterrestrial life. 

6 Князев Даниил, Рябов 

Никита 

10 класс школа 1572 

руководитель проекта – 

Никитина Елена 

Дмитриевна 

EXPLORER DNI. MOBILE RESEARCH STATION FOR SOIL 

SAMPLING AND EXPLORING SURFACE OF PLANETS. 

Nowadays science technologies are developing at an incredible speed. Robots and 

electric devices have become a part of our everyday life. We suppose, they have 

their advantages, they help us. Therefore we have had an idea to make something 

that will be much cheaper and more compact. 

The idea of the project came to us, when we explored a rover «Curiosity». «Why 

so expensive?» - we wondered and decided to create our own research station. We 

have determined with materials and began collecting details. The details were 

simple small radio controlled cars, which were given us by the students of junior 

classes. 



 
 

 

 

ОUR ENVIRONMENT  
 

 

1 Казачков Сергей,  

Гериш Дарья 

10 класс школа 283 

руководитель проекта – 

Рассулова Маргарита 

Михайловна 

LOSINYI ISLAND 

Losinyi Island - is a huge forest zone in the north-eastern part of Moscow. There 

is a great variety of trees plants and animals.You can find here different types of 

soil. The creation of the park territory has a very long history.The roie of the 

territory for Moscow now is very important.It is like lungs for the ovoecrowded 

city 

2 

 

Алексеева Алина 

10 класс гимназия 1506 

руководитель проекта – 

Симонишвили Татьяна 

Викторовна 

THE COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE AVIFAUNA OF 

DESNYANSKO-STAROGUTSKY NATIONAL PARK 

The main goal of the project is to study and analyze the avifauna of Desnyansko-

Starogutsky National Park, namely the surroundings of the recreation center 

«Desnyanka» 

On the whole, the project is devoted to the analysis and comparison of diversity of 

birds’ species in Desnyansko-Starogutsky National Park in 2012 - 2013 and 

Moscow protected areas and features the results of the observation and research. 

The project can be useful for the administration of Desnyansko-Starogutsky 

National Park and Ukrainian ecologists and ornithologists. 

3 

 

 

Башин Владимир 

10 класс школа 1411 

руководитель проекта – 

Богомолова Екатерина 

Витальевна  

THE RIVER COLORADO 

The project work "The River Colorado" is a descriptive research report devoted to 

the geographical and economical review based on the thorough investigation of 

the peculiarities of this natural object. It contains various comparison tables, 

schemes and diagrams, a lot of illustrative material to make a vivid picture of this 

curious natural phrnomenon - the Colorado river. 

4 

 

Татаринова Юлия 

9 класс школа 1411 

руководитель проекта – 

Горелова Елена 

Николаевна 

THE DEAD SEA, ITS PECULIARITIES AND PROBLEMS 

The Dead sea is a unique hypersaline lake located in the Middle East, boarded on 

Jordan and Israel. The aim of my research is to investigate the problems of the 

lake and its peculiarities and to attract your attention to this wonderful point of 

our Earth. Also I have found out some interesting facts about the structure of the 

water, about mineral extraction and about the companies involved in it, so I'd like 

to tell you it during the conference. 

5 

 

Лазария Нино 

10 класс школа 1137 (2) 

руководитель проекта –  

Сурмава Нино Романовна 

GLOBAL WARMING 

Scientists made an alarming discovery in the 1980s. They found out that the 

average temperature of the Earth's surface was slowly rising. This trend is called 

global warming. Today we know that global warming is increasing because more 

and more gases get into the atmosphere.Scientists have different opinions on how 

warm the Earth's surface will really get. The increase may be between 1.5° C and 

6° C by the year 2100. One of the goals of my project is to learn and compare 

different opinios on this theme and to understand what to do. 

6 

 

Альшина Алина 

9 класс школа 1415 

руководитель проекта – 

Садчикова Наталья 

Константиновна 

TIME AND HOW TO MANAGE IT WISELY 

You can't see the time, you can't hear it but you can measure its consequence. The 

problem of this research is time and how to manage it wisely. The aim is to define 

the most common problems that teenagers face and provide them with helpful 

advice. In the survey the main time-eaters are identified. Some pieces of advice 

that are suggested will help students to be more successful in their life and 

studies. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

CULTURE  AND  LINGUISTICS   
 

1 Капитонова Юлиана 

10 класс  гимназия 

МИИТ 

руководитель проекта 

– 

Сычева Елена 

Ивановна 

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE INFLUENCE OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE 

BORROWINGS ON RUSSIAN VOCABULARY 

The aim of the paper is to demonstrate the influence of foreign loan-words on the Russian 

language and negative results of such penetration. The topic is relevant as it deals with the 

Russian language and its changes under the influence of different foreign languages. 

Hypothesis - The Russian language is actively cluttering up with Anglicisms, Gallicisms 

and etc. Problem - with the aid of loan-words Russian loses its wealth and uniqueness. 

 2 

 

Синякин Андрей 

11 класс школа 410 

руководитель проекта 

– 

Солодкова Татьяна 

Анатольевна 

FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND GLOBALIZATION 

 

The importance of learning foreign languages in modern conditions of constant developing. 

The influence of globalization on developing of languages and people's culture. The brief 

history of The English language development. 

3 

 

 

Андрианова Мария 

9 класс школа-

лицей1565 

руководитель проекта 

– 

Насевич Светлана 

Александровна 

THE ROLE OF BRITISH CULTURE IN PUSHKIN'S CREATIVE WORK 

The year of 2014 has been officially announced as Russian-British cross-culture year. The 

purpose of the numerous cultural and educational events which will be held in Russia and 

Great Britain is to present the rich cultural heritage of the two countries and promote 

mutual understanding between their people. To my mind, the cultural heritage of Russia is 

unthinkable without the name of Alexander Pushkin. In the framework of my project I’ve 

tried to analyze the influence of the English language and the British culture on Pushkin’s 

creative work. 

4 

 

Воропаева Елизавета 

8 класс  гимназия 1572 

руководитель проекта 

–  

Чумаченко Ольга 

Владиславна 

THE STUDY OF DEVELOPMENT OF RUSSIAN LANDSCAPE ART. 

The purpose of my research is to study the development of Russian landscape art of the 19-

th century and its contribution to world culture. General aims of my work are the following: 

1) to focus on classification of landscape; 2) to analyze the role of “en plein air” technique 

in the development of landscape; 3) to study the creative activity of Peredvizhniki artists; 4) 

to concentrate on Pavel Tretyakov ‘s role in preservation of Russian masterpieces; 5) to 

compare Ivan Shishkin’s works with the paintings of other Russian landscape painters. 

5 

 

Андреенко Анастасия 

9 класс школа 1572 

руководитель проекта 

– 

Мещерякова Наталия 

Илларионовна 

THE FILM “MOSCOW DOESN’T BELIEVE IN TEARS” AS A SYMBOL OF 

RUSSIAN PEOPLE’S PERSISTENCE IN THE SPHERE OF EDUCATION AND 

CAREER GROWTH 

“Moscow Does not Believe in Tears” is a Soviet film made by Mosfilm. The plot centers 

on three young women who come to Moscow from smaller towns. So, during the film we 

can see Katerina as a shy and naive girl at the beginning and as a strong, successful, self-

assured woman at the end. Following the twists and turns in the life of the young person, 

the film is a perfect snapshot of life in Moscow in the decade after World War II. 

6 

 

Самускевич Арина 

9 класс 1506 

руководитель проекта 

– 

Макаева Юлия 

Викторовна 

CINEMA AND THE YOUTH 

Nowadays cinema is an important part of youth life. The object of my project is the history 

of cinema, its genres, famous directors and popular actors. The purpose of my project is to 

determine the attitude of young people to cinema. I have interviewed the youth and asked 

about their favorite genres, films, directors and actors. The idea of the project is to show 

that in addition to the general lack of knowledge in this area there are some positive 

tendencies. 

 7 

 

Комарова Анна 

8 класс  гимназия 1572 

руководитель проекта 

– 

Чумаченко Ольга 

Владиславна 

RESEARCH OF DUBBING RECORDING PROCESS OF FILMS AND CARTOONS 

The purpose of my research is to study all aspects of dubbing, to analyze the job of 

professionals in detail and find out whether the career of dubbing translator is suitable for 

me. General aims of my research are the following: 1) to analyze in detail the process of 

dubbing cartoons; 2) to focus on professional team engaged in dubbing; 2) to compare the 

original cartoon "The Little Mermaid" with its Russian dubbed version; 3) to find out 

differences between dubbing and voice-over. 



 

 

CULTURE  AND  PEOPLE  
 

1 

 

Фарыма Роман 

10 класс гимназия 

МИИТ 

руководитель проекта – 

Голобокова Елена 

Александровна  

IVAN IV AND ELIZABETH I: COMPARISON OF TWO HISTORICAL 

FIGURES 

The main aims of my work are to compare two most famous leaders of Russia and 

England, collect unusual facts about their lives and find out the similarities between 

these, seemed as, completely different persons from two opposite worlds. The 

question is - who has the greater influence: the great man influences on the age, when 

he lives, or the age influences on the genius. 

2 Щербакова Регина 

10 класс школа 1494 

руководитель проекта – 

Бабасян Сирануш 

Владимировна  

ROYAL FAMILY: ELIZABETH 2 

Elizabeth Alexandra Mary, this is the full name of the Queen, became queen at the age 

of 26 when her father, King George VI, died while on an official tour of Kenia in 

1952. Quite a number of Brits consider having to play the role of the queen to be a 

very difficult job which prevents you from having a normal lifestyle. By the way, the 

majority of people in Britain think the Queen is doing her job of representing Britain 

around the world excellently and very professionally. etc 

3 

 

 

Чилингарян Владимир 

10 класс школа 1955 

руководитель проекта – 

Теслева Марина 

Валентиновна 

POLITICAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN RUSSIA AND THE UK 

In 1553 an english merchant named R.Chancellor was travelling to India, but 

unfortunately got lost.He ended up ia Arhangelsk.Since then,a new trading route was 

opened.This is the dramatical story of the of the political relationship between Russia 

and the UK.In the world today one of Russia's most important trading partners and 

this year this political relationship celebrates it's 460-th anniversary. 

4 

 

Климашевская Мария 

11 класс лицей1565 

руководитель проекта – 

Негру Анна 

Дмитриевна 

ENGLISHMEN IN RUSSIA 

Russia has always been a country where people of different nations and nationalities 

lived side by side and influenced each other. In our project we try to prove that 

Englishmen influenced the life of Russia, its politics and culture. 

5 

 

Малышева Алла, 

Плотникова Дарья 

10 класс школа 1449 

руководитель проекта – 

Перлина Людмила 

Александровна 

MEDIEVAL CASTLES OF BRITAIN AND RUSSIA – THE PAST AND THE 

PRESENT 

Ancient castles and fortresses are cultural and historical heritage of any country. We 

are interested in finding out more about Russian and Britiain medieval heritage. 

Moreover, we wonder whether there are real medieval castles in Russia. So, the aim of 

our project is the origin and development stages of English and Russian medieval 

castles. 

6 

 

Балахоева Милана 

9 класс  школа 1539 

руководитель проекта – 

Владимирова Людмила 

Львовна 

INGUSHETIA IS MY SMALL MOTHERLAND 

The aim of my work is to tell you about my small Motherland. It's Ingushetia. There 

are a lot of sights to see and to enjoy. It's famous not only for its art and entertainment, 

but it’s famous for its Nature's Spa. A lot of people go to relax and benefit there. I'd 

like to get acquinted everybody with traditions and customs, left by wise ancestors.  

7 Намазова Амалия 

8 класс школа 1413 

руководитель проекта – 

Эберт Екатерина 

Александровна 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AMERICAN AND BRITISH TRADITIONS 

The main aim of the work is to find out the differences between American and British 

traditions. Also I would like to look closer at culture of both countries and even learn 

more about language itself (to look into the differences and similarities between 

American and British languages). I hope that after the research I will broaden the 

mind and prove that there are some incontestable distinctions between these two 

English-speaking countries. 

8 

 

Александров Дмитрий, 

Горбунова Александра 

10 класс школа 953 

руководитель проекта – 

Абрамова Людмила 

Александровна 

"WHY DON'T THE STARS LIGHT UP?" 

Our project is about clowns of circus. We tried to find why nowadays there are no 

young clowns who are as talented as Karandash, Leonid Yengibarov, Yuri Nikulin, 

Oleg Popov, Yuri Kuklachev and Vyacheslav Polunin. When we were working on our 

project, we spoke to some famous people about this problem and their opinions were 

very important for us to understand it. 

  



 

 

HEALTH  
 

 

1 

 

Величинская Светлана 

10 класс школа 1381 

руководитель проекта – 

Архипова Ирина 

Николаевна 

MUSIC AND TEENS' PSYCHO-EMOTIONAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL 

STATE 

Goal: Determine how music influences teens' psycho-emotional and physiological 

state. 

In brief: The urgency of the project is in great popularity of music among 

teenagers. It is interesting to research the impact of different kinds of music on 

classmates' mental state and find out peers' musical preferences.I shall analyze the 

information about physiological aspects of music therapy and its history. Result: 

Recommend the best music styles for the fellows' health. 

2 

 

Власова Анастасия 

9 класс гимназия МИИТ 

руководитель проекта – 

Лукьянова Людмила 

Михайловна 

INFLUENCE OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT ON HUMAN'S MENTAL STATE 

Objective: find out how the use of public transport can influence human’s 

psychological health. My project is dedicated to the analysis of the influence of 

public transport on human's mental state. I will give you the results of my research 

of people's behavior in different types of public transport obtained by the 

participant observer method. In conclusion I will describe the ways to cope with 

stress you face while commuting. 

3 Докина Лада 

9 класс  гимназия МИИТ 

руководитель проекта – 

Лукьянова Людмила 

Михайловна 

STRESS IN OUR LIFE 

Are you losing sleep or not eating well? Do you feel that your schedule is too busy 

or that there is too much expected of you? If so, it is likely that you are suffering 

from stress.The aim of my project is to find out why stress is so widespread and 

what can be done to prevent it or lessen its effects. 

4 

Полушкина София  

10 класс  школа 1415 

руководитель проекта – 

Садчикова Наталья 

Константиновна 

FEARS AND PHOBIAS 

The aim of this project is to show the most wrll-known fears and phobias. The 

project consists of three parts: the first part contains information about the main 

fears and phobias. The second part includes a practical research of teenager's 

popular fears. In the last part there is a conclusionof theoretial and practical value 

of this work. 

5 Медведникова Дарина, 

Михеева Анна 

11 класс лицей1565 

руководитель проекта – 

Негру Анна Дмитриевна  

COLOURBLINDNESS 

 

Colourblind people are among us. Are they disabled or not? Can they live the life 

all people live? The information of the project will help understand the problem 

and find the way out. 

6  

Семёнова Наталия 

9 класс школа 1137 (2) 

руководитель проекта –  

Сурмава Нино Романовна 

HEALTHY LIFESTYLE 

Nowadays our life is getting more and more tense. People live under the press of 

different problems, such as social, ecological, economic and others. They 

constantly suffer from stress, noise and dust in big cities, diseases and instability. 

A person should be strong and healthy in order to overcome all difficulties. To 

achieve this aim people ought to take care of their physical and mental health. One 

of the goals of my project is to find out several ways how to do it. 

7 

 

Клопцева Дарья,   

Ковалева Полина 

8 класс школа-лицей1565 

руководитель проекта – 

Насевич Светлана 

Александровна 

BREAKFAST: TO ENJOY OR TO IGNORE? 

 

Breakfast is the first meal of a day. It sets the tone for the rest of the day. However, 

in modern life skipping breakfast is becoming more and more popular. The 

purpose of our project is to increase the awareness of schoolchildren on healthy 

eating habits. 

8 Иншакова Мария 

8 класс гимназия 1506 

руководитель проекта – 

Толкачева Елена 

Владимировна 

ONE EXERCISE A DAY KEEPS UNHEALTHY LIFE AWAY 

Nowdays teenagers waste their lifes spending all their time serfing the Internet, 

they don’t really care about their health. They forgot about sport at all. In this 

Project we want to change youngster’s minds, to help them find the right way to 

lead there lifes, our main goal is to make there lifes better. 

   



 

 

SPORTS   

1 

 

Ван Виктория 

10 класс  школа 1415 

руководитель проекта – 

Садчикова Наталья 

Константиновна 

ROOFING - A NEW ACTIVITY FOR YOUNG PEOPLE 

This project is devoted to a new activity for young people. I analyze the reasons why 

people take up this dangerous hobby.I also give some examples from the history of 

roofing, describe some famous roofers. My survey shows what our students know 

about this activity and whether they consider it dangerous or not 

2 Смирнова Анастасия 

8 класс  гимназия 1572 

руководитель проекта –  

Чумаченко Ольга 

Владиславна 

STUDY OF DEVELOPMENT OF RUSSIAN FOOTBALL AS PART OF 

NATIONAL CULTURE 
The purpose of my research is to study the history of football in our country from 

1950s to present day and find out whether revival of public interest to the game will 

promote growth of Russian national conscience and patriotism. General aims of my 

research are as follows: 1) to find out if physical culture may truly be considered part 

of human culture; 2) to analyze the reasons for success and popularity of football in 

the USSR; 3) to prove that sport can promote patriotic spirit; 4) to focus of possible 

reasons for decay of football in recent years; 5) to find the ways to revive public 

interest to football. 

3 Топорков Николай 

10 класс школа 1138 

руководитель проекта – 

Самогова Алла Кимовна 

IS CHESS SPORT OR A GAME? 

Chess, indeed, is one of the most popular games in the world. It develops  your 

mind and attention, logic and fantasy. It,s great ! 

4 

 

Брошко Ольга 

8 класс гимназия 1506 

руководитель проекта –  

Орлова Елена 

Владимировна 

THE EVOLUTION OF FIGURE SKATING 

The aim of my work is to show the evolution of figure skating. In the beginning of my 

project I'll tell you about the term of the figure skating, then I'll prove the topicality of 

my work. I'll show you the development of the figure skating in the different periods 

of the history. In my work there are information about disciplines and elements which 

sportsmen and sportswomen use nowadays. In the end of my work I'll tell you about 

revolution of this kind of sport and make the conclusion.By the way, I'll present you 

videos, photos, diagrammas. 

5 

 

 

Крупина Елизавета 

8 класс школа 1413 

руководитель проекта – 

Неделина Татьяна 

Игоревна 

OLYMPIC MASCOTS: LITTLE SYMBOLS PROMOTING BIG IDEAS 

The project analyses the reasons for introducing mascots into the Olympic movement. 

It also provides information about the most vivid examples from several Olympic 

Games and acquaints young people with their influence on promoting true Olympic 

values. On the basis of the conducted survey the project finds out different attitudes to 

them. In conclusion, the project proves that even these seemingly secondary Olympic 

symbols have a great impact on people’s minds developing mutual understanding 

between world nations. 

6 

 

Родченко Анна, 

Таубер Стася 

8 класс школа 1236 

руководитель проекта – 

Ермолина Лариса 

Николаевна 

THE INFLUENCE OF EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL FACTORS ON 

ATHLETES DURING THE OLYMPICS 

The aim of our project is to consider the influence of external and internal factors on 

athletes during the Olympics. First, we briefly revise the history of the Olympics, also 

determine the main advantages and disadvantages of the Olympics, then find out 

external and internal factors that influence athletes and compare them, finally draw a 

conclusion. 

7 Рябчукова Анастасия 

9 класс школа 1095 

руководитель проекта – 

Скворцова Марина 

Анатольевна 

BELIEVED IN THEMSELVES 

The aim of this work is to trace through the history of the Paralympic Games in order 

to determine their role in the life of society and disabled people in particular; to find 

out what the attitude of common people to the Paralympics is; to make the young 

people aware of the importance of disabled people problems. 

8 Корнеева Дарья, 

Муминова Сорахон 

8 класс школа 1137 

руководитель проекта – 

Ключенко Ирина 

Александровна 

PARALYMPIC GAMES. RUSSIAN WINNERS OF 2014 

It's truth universally acknowledged that being a man with disabilities and doing sports 

is very difficult. In our work we want to show how to be courageous and selfless and 

how to protect not only themselves but also the interests of your country. this is a 

story about people who have gone through many difficulties not having broken the 

will. the story of Paralympics of 2014 



 

 

 

 SOCIAL PROBLEMS 
 

1 Шилина Ксения 

9 класс школа 1413 

руководитель проекта – 

Ксенофонтова Ирина 

Вадимовна 

LIFE IN THE EYES OF A TEENAGER 

I decided to choose this topic, because it is unique and particularly interesting for me being a 

teenager myself. Also I want to show it as a global problem and suggest ideas on how it can be 

improved. In my project I am going to highlight the problems of modern society (what teenagers 

have to face, what is thought to be the stereotype, how it influences the child psychologically and 

physically). 

2 Высоцкая Диана, 

Королева Алина 

8 класс школа 1449 

руководитель проекта – 

Беличенко Наталья 

Николаевна 

BULLYING IN TEEN’S LIFE 

We are glad to present our project which is called Bullying in teen’s life. Life always has its ups 

and downs and some problems, if ignored, do pass.The hypothesis of the research: bullying really 

has such a bad effect on people. The purpose of the research work is: to learn some information 

about conflicts, different types and examples of conflicts, ways of addressing conflict and how to 

understand and to resolve conflicts. 

3 Корнаухова Ксения 

10 класс лицей 1568 

руководитель проекта – 

Лияскина Татьяна 

Викторовна 

 

SCHOOL UNIFORM 

School uniforms have been around just as long as schools themselves, and they play a much 

bigger role in education than most people think. Uniforms have been proven to promote learning 

and help kids stay focused in school. This makes the students take a more serious interest in the 

work they are doing at school. The aim of the project is to form the correct idea of a school 

uniform. The relevance of the question of wearing a school uniform is caused by the disputes of 

its introduction at school. The project will help children to understand styles and forms, to create 

their own taste. 

4 Илларионова Диана 

10 класс  школа 1381 

руководитель проекта – 

Печугина Елена 

Валентиновна 

THE PROBLEM OF FATHERS AND CHILDREN IN THE 21ST CENTURY AND THE 

WAYS OF POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 

Who didn't have problems with their parents as a teenager? From ancient time till nowadays 

millions of teens have had conflicts and misunderstanding in relations with their parents. Some 

parents haven't got such strong influence on their children's lives. What should parents do and 

how should teens behave to keep their relations with parents friendly, honestly and trustly. 

5 Юсова Мария 10 класс  

ЧУ ООШ "Венда" 

руководитель проекта – 

Пискунова Маргарита 

Евгеньевна 

TIME OF OPPORTUNITIES 

The main aim of our project is to erase the boundary between healthy and disabled children using 

sport. The project sets several tasks: 1 ) to proof, that a disabled child can develop in all spheres 

of modern life. 2 ) to bring up love to disabled people. 3 ) to create the conditions for developing 

of disabled children. The idea of the project is a construction of the center, where disabled 

children will have more chances for recovery. 

6 Николаева Елена 

11 класс  школа 1374 

руководитель проекта – 

Сизинцева Екатерина 

Петровна 

GENDER DISCRIMINATION IN THE MODERN WORLD 

Because of some unknown reasons, the women discrimination question sounds like some joke for 

most of the people. We have a vote, we can work wherever we want,we won't be judged if we 

don't have a husband , what else do women want, right? Well, the short answer is ... respect, I 

think. The reason this problem is so important is that every little girl can face some dramatic 

problems almost from the kindergarten. This is the problem of the whole generation.  

7 Малхасян Ирина 

9 класс  школа 1539 

руководитель проекта – 

Егорова Анастасия 

Юрьевна 

THE PROBLEM OF POVERTY AND THE SURVIVAL OF THE POOR IN A MODERN 

MEGAPOLIS. 

The aim of the project is to study the problem of poverty on the basis of four cities: Moscow, 

London, New York and Tokyo. The causes of poverty, its hardships and some possible solutions 

of the problem are analyzed throughout the project. A survey among teenagers concerning the 

issue has been conducted in order to see not only the theoretical, but also the practical aspect of 

the problem. We expect to raise public interest to the problem of poverty and seek ways of 

solving it with common effort. 

8 

 

Ивлиев Иван 

10 класс школа 1572 

руководитель проекта – 

Никитина Елена 

Дмитриевна 

THE PROSPECTIVES OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF CRYPTOCURRENCY IN 

RUSSIA 

The aim of my project is to investigate what possibilities of development cryptocurrency has in 

Russia. The objectives of my project stated to achieve the aim are: 1)  to investigate the structure 

of cryprocurrency’s market (by the example of bitcoins); 2)  to investigate the possibility and 

rules of gaining bitcoins; 3)  to investigate the use of bitcoins in other countries; 4) My project 

work includes the analyses of the statistics, news connected to the theme of research and the 

results of my own research. I also did comparison of bitcoins with other currencies. 

   

 


